
About the project
The main objective of the project is to raise awareness of cross-cutting areas of 
EU law and to be able to contribute to the effective and coherent application of 
EU law among young lawyers in private practice across Europe. In this project a 
series of intensive courses of ten-days’ duration will be organised in English in Trier 
(Germany), providing initial training to 30 young lawyers per group on EU law. 

Why should you apply?
This course will not only provide you with practical knowledge on EU litigation, 
fundamental rights, the rule of law and tata protection, but it will provide a platform 
for exchange of best practices, information and knowledge creating close contacts 
among young lawyers from different EU Member States. It will include visits to the 
Court of Justice of the EU in Luxembourg and the European Court of Human Rights 
in Strasbourg.

Participation
The target group of the training will be “young 
lawyers in private practice”, including trainee 
lawyers and – in jurisdictions in which initial 
training does not include a period of legal 
practice – newly qualified lawyers with less 
than three years of experience. 

A person is considered a “trainee lawyer” 
if s/he is regarded as such under national 
law, including in the form of an induction or 
apprenticeship period, and if s/he has not 
attended initial training activities for more 
than three years. 

This definition does not include law students. 
Participants need to fulfil the criteria at the 
beginning of the year 2023, therefore a trainee 
passing the bar exam or being newly qualified 
as a lawyer in the course of 2023 can still 
apply for the events.

Participation is possible only upon nomination 
by the partners of the project. For further 
information please turn to the local bar 
association.

Organiser
Academy of European Law

Language
English

ERA Young Lawyers 
Academy
The ERA Young Lawyers Academy is a 
ten-day intensive course.  Young lawyers 
in private practice will be trained on 
cross-cutting areas of European law. 
Four academies will be held in 2023 and 
2024. The project will contribute to the 
effective and coherent application of 
EU law among young lawyers in private 
practice across Europe.

Interactive and practice-oriented courses

Each course consists of thirteen sessions which will be practice-
oriented and offer a mixture of training methods, varying from 
lectures to group exercises presented by EU and national  
legal experts, including experienced lawyers in private practice.



Terms & Conditions
Accommodation will be provided from Sunday evening till the end of the course.
The costs for accommodation in both Trier and Strasbourg are booked and 
paid by ERA. Participants will stay in Hotel Deutscher Hof Trier*** and Novotel 
Strasbourg Centre Halles****.

All young lawyers selected to participate in the course will receive a contribution 
to their travel costs depending on the distance from where they are travelling.

The following contribution to their travel costs will be paid to participants  
from the:
members of ICAB (Barcelona Bar Association) from Barcelona: 340 €
members of SAK (Slovak Bar Association) from Bratislava:  330 €
members of Advocat Paris from Paris:    200 € 
members of National Association of the Romanian Bars:  350 €
members of Czech Bar Association from Prague   330 €
members of Budapest Bar Association from Budapest:  340 € 
members of DAV from Germany:     200 €
lawyers delegated by Slovenian Bar Academy:   340 €
lawyers delegated by EYBA:     340 €

Participants are asked to arrange their own travel after they have received the 
confirmation from ERA. Participants can use any form of travel. No invoice, 
boarding pass or tickets must be submitted, but the precondition for payment of 
the travel cost contribution is that all attendance sheets are signed.
Transfers to Luxembourg and Strasbourg are arranged and paid by ERA. 

Catering during the day is provided by ERA. For more information on dinners and 
social programmes please check the detailed programme. Breakfasts are part of 
the accommodation.

Partners*

Barcelona Bar Association 
(ICAB)

Paris Bar

Slovak Bar Association

Bar Academy of Slovenian 
Bar Association

Budapest Bar Association

Czech Bar Association

European Young Bar 
Association (EYBA)

German Bar  
Association  (DAV)

National Association of the 
Romanian Bars (UNBR)

* “Co-Beneficiaries & 
Supporting Institutions“

Contact

Ivana Jarošová
Course Administrator  
Tel.: +49 651 93737-311 
E-mail: ijarosova@era.int 

Funded by the European Union. Views and opinions expressed are however those of the author(s) only and do not necessarily reflect those of the 
European Union or The Academy of European Law. Neither the European Union nor the granting authority can be held responsible for them.


